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1. How can we improve our reading? 
2. Vocabulary in context: Part C text 
3. Practice 3 Part C Style Questions (Mock questions) – groups  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How can we improve our reading? 
 
 

PART A PART B PART C 
Technique: 
 
Step 1: Analyse 4 texts 
 
Step 2: Answer the 
questions [scanning for 
words quickly & choosing 
key words] 
 
 

Technique: 
 

• Eliminating answers 
• Simplifying the 

question 

Technique: 
 

• Eliminating answers 
• Simplifying the 

question 

Vocabulary: 
 
Synonyms for normal 
medical language:  
 
Assessment / evaluation 
Cough / respiratory issues 
Causes / reason  
Headache / head pain 
 

Vocabulary: 
 
Academic vocabulary (more 
or less) 
 
 

Vocabulary: 
 
Academic vocabulary (more 
or less) 
 
Formal idioms: 
 
Phrase that does not have a 
literal meaning 
 

Extra: Extra: Extra: 
 
 

• Grammar predicting 
the blanks / gaps  

 
 
 

 
• Regular reading: 

 
BBC, The Conversation, etc.  

 
 

• Focus on 
understanding the 
question 

 
Resources:  
 
TED Medicine  

 
 
 



 
• Do the SET mock test! 
• Test yourself! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VOCABULARY: SELF STUDY 
 
I will do a test on these words on Friday. There will be a prize to anyone who gets the most 
correct.  
 

 
‘prone’ 

‘trajectory’ 

‘anecdotal’ / 
‘anecdotal 
evidence’ 

‘lightbulb 
moment’ 

‘timely’  

‘striking gap’  

‘begs the 
question’ 

‘hospice’ 

‘hastening’ 

‘burden’ 

‘protestation’ 

‘to 
compound’ 

 ‘…is further 
compounded 
by…’  

‘compounding 
effect’  

 
‘plausible'  

‘jargon’ 

‘to give an 
account’ 

‘hard knock’ 

‘to undertake’ 

‘disorientated’ 

‘to clear up’ 

‘settle’ 

‘evidence is 
fairly slim’ 

‘this comes 
about 
because…’ 

‘to conduct a 
medical trial’ 

‘to stiffen’ 

‘ambulate’ 

‘landmark 
study’ 

 
‘findings’ 

‘bare in mind’ 

‘take up’ 

‘take in’ 

'in peril'  

'difficult to 
conquer'  

'cumulative'  

'protracted'  

'to fuel'  

'to forge'  

'feeling of 
contentment'  

'surge'  

'resurge'  

'evoke'  

'a cue'  

'depict'  

'inherent'  

'expunge'  

'to modulate'  

'perseverance'  

'to make 
headway'  

'misgivings'  

'deep-seated'  

'relapse'  

'to overlay'  

'retrieval'  

'consolidated'  

'informed 
consent'  

'swathe'  

'counterpart'  

'adverse 
reaction'  

'austere'  

'trace back'  

 

'saccharine'  

'simultaneous'  

'capitalise on'  

'to curb'  

'antipathy'  

'pejorative'  

'bitter'  

'exploit'  

'dilute'  

'credible'  

'crux of the 
debate' 

'consultation'  

'adverse 
effects' 

 'derived 
from'  

'a sceptic'  

'sceptical'  

'stave off'  

'contribute'  

limb'  

'prompted'  

'severe'  

'sever'  

'to stimulate'  

'indiscriminate'  

'to skip'  

'straight 
forward'  

'tactile'  

'grasp of'  

'subtlety'  

'evaporate'  

'vapour'  

'dissolve'  

'contaminate'  

'crumble'  

'scarring'  

'notorious'  

'drawback'  

 

'exert'  

'expose'  

'compensation'  

'constitute'  

'threshold'  

'tissue'  

'lodged in'  

'embedded'  

'friable'  

'Durability'  

'onset'  

'outset'  

'designate'  

 
'comply'  

'compliant'  

'conscientious'  

'layman’s terms'  

'fend for 
themselves'  

'incentive' 

  

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 


